Kendall's Shape Theory covers shapes formed by N points in R d upon quotienting out the similarity transformations. This theory is based on the geometry and topology of the corresponding configuration space: shape space. Kendall studied this to build a widely useful Shape Statistics thereupon. The corresponding Shape-and-Scale Theory -quotienting out the Euclidean transformations -is useful in Classical Dynamics and Molecular Physics, as well as for the relational 'Leibnizian' side of the Absolute versus Relational Motion Debate. Kendall's shape spaces moreover recur withing this 'Leibnizian' Shape-and-Scale Theory. There has recently been a large expansion in diversity of Kendall-type Shape(-and-Scale) Theories. The current article outlines this variety, and furthermore roots it in solving the poset of generalized Killing equations. This moreover also places a first great bound on how many more Shape(-and-Scale) Theories there can be. For it is nongeneric for geometrically-equipped manifoldsreplacements for Kendall's R d carrier space (absolute space to physicists) -to possess any generalized Killing vectors. Article II places a second great bound, now at the topological level and in terms of which Shape(-and-Scale) Theories are technically tractable. Finally Article III explains how the diversity of Shape(-and-Scale) Theoriesfrom varying which carrier space and quotiented-out geometrical automorphism group are in use -constitutes a theory of Comparative Background Independence: a topic of fundamental interest in Dynamics, Gravitation and Theoretical Physics more generally. Article I and II's great bounds moreover have significant consequences for Comparative Background Independence.
Introduction

Kendall's Shape Theory and its Leibnizian scaled counterpart
General Kendall-type Shape(-and-Scale) Theory [19, 22, 29, 32, 34, 40, 41, 48, 50, 55, 56, 58, 59, 70, 65] is the culmination of the following four layers of structure.
is an at least incipient model for the structure of space, alias absolute space in the context of physical modelling. While Geometry was originally conceived of as occurring in physical space or objects embedded therein (parchments, the surface of the Earth...), it was however subsequently reconceived as occurring in abstract space. We thus say 'carrier space' rather than 'absolute space' in the purely geometrical context. Carrier space can moreover also be interpreted as a sample space in the context of Probability-and-Statistics, of location data.
Casting a fixed d-dimensional manifold in the role of carrier space,
is quite a general possibility (and one that the current Series of Articles resides entirely within).
For Kendall's Shape Theory itself [19, 22, 34] , moreover, carrier space is just
the 'most obvious' case: all flat and bereft of topological nontrivialities.
Structure II Both the Geometry and Probability-and-Statistics contexts involve studying multiple points on carrier space. In some physical applications, moreover, the corresponding points on absolute space furthermore model material particles (classical, and taken to be of negligible extent). To cover both of these situations at once in our exposition, we use a points-or-particles portmanteau concept. So in all three settings -Geometry, Probability-andStatistics, and Physics -one is to study N -point-or-particle constellations: a type of configuration [8, 15] 
where the underline denotes carrier space vector and the point-or-particle label I runs from 1 to N .
Configuration space [8, 15, 52] q(s)
is then the abstract space formed from the totality of possible values that a given system s's configurations Q can take.
Constellation spaces
are the configuration spaces of constellations, on some fixed carrier space C d and for some fixed count N of pointsor-particles.
Constellation spaces are moreover particularly simple examples of configuration spaces, being just finite product spaces
For Kendall's Shape Theory itself, these further simplify as follows.
Structure III We furthermore consider some geometrically-significant group of automorphisms of C d ,
where σ is some level of geometrical structure that C d = M d has been equipped with that is to be irrelevant to the modelling in question.
Example 1 For σ = g the similarity structure -i.e. metric structure up to constant rescalings -on carrier space
the similarity group of M d .
In Kendall's case, C d = R d , this is the similarity group of flat space,
of translations T r(d), rotations Rot(d) and dilations Dil, where × and denote direct and semidirect product of groups [35] respectively. This is the case standardly considered in Kendall's Shape Statistics It turns out moreover to be a useful intermediary and/or structure within Example 1's Mechanics context as well, as explained at the end of this subsection.
Example 0 For σ = g the metric structure on carrier space
the isometry group of M d .
In the case of
of translations and rotations. By now not involving the dilations, this is the scaled counterpart of the similarity group. Conversely the similarity group is the pure-shape counterpart of the Euclidean group. Finally, we say that, together, the similarity and Euclidean groups of flat space form a shape(-and-scale) pair. Structure IV Relational Theory is then the study of some constellation space as quotiented by some geometricallysignificant automorphism group of C d . This makes sense because Aut(C d , σ)'s action on C d readily uplifts to an action on q(C d , N ) by the latter's product space structure.
If the geometrical automorphism group in question includes global scale (in a sense made more precise in Sec 2.2), then we say that the corresponding Relational Theory is a fortiori a Shape Theory.
If not, then we say that the corresponding Relational Theory is a fortiori a Shape-and-Scale Theory.
'Relational Theory' is thus a portmanteau of Shape Theory and Shape-and-Scale Theory, also sometimes called Shape(-and-Scale) Theory.
We refer to the corresponding configuration spaces as 'shape space', 'shape-and-scale space', and the portmanteau 'shape(-and-scale)-space' alias 'relational space'. These are denoted by s, ss, and R respectively.
Example 1 For carrier space R d , quotienting out constellation space by the similarity group Sim(d) gives Kendall's Similarity Shape Theory [19] . The corresponding shape spaces are [19, 34] 
where
is the number of independent relative separations.
Example 0 For carrier space R d , quotienting out the constellation space by the Euclidean group Eucl(d) gives 'Leibnizian' alias Metric Shape-and-Scale Theory [14, 16, 28, 37, 48, 65] . The corresponding shape-and-scale spaces are
This is the most usually considered setting for the relational horn of the venerable Absolute versus Relational (Motion) Debate [1, 2, 3, 16, 23, 58] , often contemporarily also referred to as 'seeking Background Independence' [10, 11, 12, 25, 26, 42, 47, 58] , or, in the event of this being difficult to implement, as 'the Problem of Time'.
Examples 1 and 0 additionally constitute a first Shape(-and-Scale) Theory pair. In studying generalized Kendalltype Relational Theory, such pairs are initially a common occurrence, but one subsequently finds out that they are exceedingly rare. Because of this, we also coin a term for those Relational Theories which have no such pair: singleton theories.
Some subcases of Examples 1 and 0 moreover simplify topologically and geometrically as follows. 
both topologically and metrically. This moreover generalizes to
-Kendall's preshape sphere -being the result of quotienting out translations and dilations -but not rotationsfrom constellation space. This explains the last step in (eq) via
The last expression in (eq) moreover does not in general simplify. Example 1. 2 For Similarity Shape Theory in 2-d, however, [14] s(N, 2) =
This is by the generalized Hopf map (or alternative workings, as reviewed in [49] ). In its realization as a shape space, this is additionally equipped with the standard Fubini-Study metric [19] . For N = 3, this furthermore reduces to the shape sphere of triangles, by the topological and geometrical coincidence
For N = 3 in 3-d, the working shares many similarities but the outcome is a shape hemisphere with edge, as reviewed in [61] .
Example 0.1) For Euclidean Shape-and-Scale Theory in 1-d, the corresponding Leibnizian shape-and-scale space is
These are the topological and metric cones over the corresponding shape spaces, a result which holds in general for Euclidean shape-and-scale spaces [48] .
Outline of the rest of this Article and Series
We next survey the large recent increase in diversity among Shape(-and-Scale) Theories, alias Relational Theory. We start by varying the geometrically meaningful automorphism group quotiented out in Sec 2.1. We next vary the carrier space itself in Sec 2.2. We finally briefly contemplate quotienting out discrete transformations as well in Sec 2.3, and less structured rubber shapes in Sec 2.4.
We next reveal further foundations for Relational Theory in Sec 3, in the form of the poset [66] of generalized Killing equations [9] . On the one hand, it is by solving these equations that current and subsequent Relational Theories can be found systematically. On the other hand, it is well-known that these equations generically admit no nontrivial solutions on the geometrically-equipped differentiable manifolds. For these solutions are generalized Killing vectors, and such are only supported by geometrically-equipped differentiable manifolds that possess generalized symmetries, of which the generic such manifold possesses none. There are thus generically no nontrivial Relational Theories (trivial ones being those whose configuration spaces are mere constellation space products rather than nontrivial quotients thereof).
Within Article I's nongeneric case in which there are nontrivial Relational Theories, Article II points to almost all of these having not manifolds but stratified manifolds [7] for their relational spaces. This is because quotienting by Lie groups in general kicks one out of the category of manifolds into that of stratified manifolds, of which quotienting constellation spaces by geometrically-significant automorphism groups to form relational spaces is a subcase. We point moreover to there being three classes of technical tractability for such stratified manifolds, giving representatives of each among hitherto studied Relational Theories. We furthermore underlie this by topological-level protection theories, giving compactness criteria that guarantee the most technically tractable class. This places a second great bound -now based on technical tractability -to Article I's great bound at the level of generic non-existence.
We can moreover place a Mechanics on each of these examples [43, 46, 48, 54, 53, 76, 79] 2 Entertaining these extends consideration of the relational horn of the Absolute versus Relational Debate, now giving a Comparative theory of Background Independence [54, 58, 64, 73] . Article III then considers Article I and II's great bounding results in the light of the Comparative Background Independence program, which generalizes the Absolute versus Relative Debate to arbitrary carrier spaces and geometrically-significant automorphism groups acting thereupon. This also serves as an opportunity to introduce some fundamental Theoretical Physics notions of Background Independence to shape theorists (mostly Statisticians and Applied Mathematicians), given that their subject actually provided the first keys to formulating an actual full-blown theory of Background Independence... [This unlocking has moreover rolled on [58] , across phase space and spacetime, and into the quantum world.] For readers who are, conversely, theoretical physicists seeking to understand Shape Theory, consult also e.g. [43, 51, 64] and the Reviews in this Introduction's opening concatenation of references.
2 Large recent increase in diversity of (Scale-and-)Shape Theories
Quotienting out other continuous automorphism groups g
There has recently been a large increase in diversity of (Scale-and-)Shape Theories; again, the first motivation bringing this about was Shape Statistics [20, 40, 41] . Subsequently Mechanics [54] , Background Independence [54, 58] and Differential Geometry [69] . There are various 'axes of generalization' as embodied by the below subsections; one can moreover apply whichever combination of these generalizations.
Example 3
The affine group in [32, 40] with subsequent key work in [45] and reviews in [50, 56, 77] . For σ = A the affine structure,
the affine group of C d . In the case of
for GL(d, R) the general-linear group of dilations, rotations, shears Sh(d) and Procrustes stretches P r(d) [21] . Quotienting out by the affine group Af f (d) then gives Affine Shape Theory, whose shape space is
This is the case corresponding to Image Analysis from the idealized perspective of an infinitely distant observer [32, 40, 56] .
Affine Shape Theory moreover has a scaled partner, Equi-top-form Shape-and-Scale Theory 3 This case's corresponding automorphism group is
for
The corresponding shape-and-scale space is
R d only supports affine and equiareal groups that are distinct from the similarity and Euclidean groups respectively if d ≥ 2.
Example 4 Projective Shape Theory [41, 57] and reviews in [50, 56, 79] . Details are postponed until the next section for technical reasons.
Example 5 Conformal Shape Theory For σ = g the conformal structure,
the conformal group of C d . In the case of
of T r(d), Rot(d), Dil, and special conformal transformations K(d) [60] . Quotienting out by the conformal group Conf (d) gives Conformal Shape Theory [54, 58] , whose shape space is
Remark 1 While the affine case has a scaled partner, the projective and conformal cases are singleton theories, since their Lie brackets structure precludes quotienting out dilations by themselves [71] . 'Passing to centre of mass frame' is also no longer possible for these, on similar grounds.
Other carrier spaces
This is moreover not only the first sphere but also the first torus and the first real-projective space:
The corresponding constellation space is
a torus.
The circle moreover supports an isometry group,
where the last equality is at the level of manifolds. This consists of periodically-identified translations.
We thus have a Metric Shape-and-Scale Theory on the circle, with shape-and-scale space
another torus.
In this case, moreover, the projective group and the conformal group coincide:
This gives
Isometries for all of the below are singleton theories: there are no corresponding distinct Metric Shape Theories on any of these carrier spaces.
The corresponding constellation spaces are
a bigger torus.
These tori moreover support the isometry groups
We thus have a Metric Shape-and-Scale Theory, with shape-and-scale spaces 
These spheres support the isometry groups
giving Metric Shape-and-Scale Theory, with shape-and-scale space
So e.g. the d = 2 case's SO(3) admits a SO(2) = U (1) subgroup for the merely axisymmetrically-identified configurations.
These spheres moreover support a distinct conformal group,
giving Conformal Shape-and-Scale Theory, with relational space
These spheres do not support a distinct affine group, but do support a distinct projective group,
Note that for d ≥ 2, unlike for d = 1's circle,
as is already clear by dimensional difference:
The corresponding Projective Shape-and-Scale Theory has relational space ss(s 
These real-projective spaces moreover support the isometry groups
We thus have a Metric Shape-and-Scale Theory, with shape-and-scale spaces
RP d additionally supports a projective transformation group
It is actually this that enters Image Analysis from the general and directly-realized perspective of a finitely-placed observer [41, 50, 56] . The corresponding relational space is then [41] ss(RP
Example 10 The d ≥ 2 hyperbolic spaces
These support the isometry groups
giving aMetric Shape-and-Scale Theory, with shape-and-scale spaces
These hyperbolic spaces moreover support a distinct conformal group [31] ,
Example 11 Supersymmetric carrier space
a Grassmann space.
These support geometrical automorphism supergroups, among which [54] considers
The corresponding Metric Shape-and-Scale Theory has shape-and-scale space
Super-T r(1) .
Example 12 Minkowski spacetime in the role of carrier space
The corresponding event constellation spaces are (69) by each of these gives a distinct spacetime relational theory. [48, 56, 59] include review of the effect of quotienting out by a reflection (Z 2 -ref group) . [48, 49, 59] consider also indistinguishable labels (S N permutation group).
Introducing a discrete quotient group
[61] extends this to partially distinguishable labels as well (subgroups of S N ). This subsection's modelling is however largely left for another occasion rather than developed in the current Series.
Rubber shapes
Example 12 Rubber shapes [63] These have merely topological rather than metrical properties. This still distinguishes between different types of coincidence-and-collision, including the general shapes that are free from any such (but are now usually a single rubber shape). It moreover has three universal types for connected Hausdorff carrier spaces: R, S 1 and all such manifolds with dimension ≥ 2 as a single model. This distinction is because the order in which distinguishably labelled points-or-particles sit on a line is topologically encoded, and with some distinction between the R and S 1 cases.
This example is moreover sufficiently less structured to be qualitatively different from all other examples in Articles I and II. E.g. rubber relational spaces are not stratified manifolds but graphs, and generalized Killing equations' differential-geometric level technology plays no part here in determining what automorphism groups are admissible.
Foundations for Relational Theories
Poset of generalized Killing equations
Let M be a differentiable manifold. Consider an infinitesimal transformation
thereupon. For this to preserve an object, say a tensor, T, substituting (70) into T's transformation law and equating first-order terms in gives
£ ξ is here the Lie derivative [9] with respect to ξ: a differential operator guaranteed by M's differential structure. Below we cast a fortiori geometrically significant objects in the role of T.
Definition 1 For M, σ a manifold M equipped with a geometrically-significant level of structure σ, the generalized
This is moreover to be regarded as a PDE to solve for ξ: the generalized Killing vectors (GKV). These form the algebra corresponding to the continuous part of the automorphism group Aut(M, σ).
Example A The most familiar case is as follows. For M, g an (arbitrary-signature) Riemannian manifold, i.e. carrying a Riemannian metric structure g,
is Killing's equation. Its solutions ξ are Killing vectors. These are of significance in the study of M, g as they correspond to the symmetries, more precisely to the isometries, the totality of Killing vectors forming the isometry group Isom(M, g) .
Example B For M, g a manifold equipped with metric structure modulo constant rescalings, g,
is the similarity Killing equation [38] (alias homothetic Killing equation in [9] ). Its solutions ξ are similarity Killing vectors, consisting of isometries alongside 1 or 0 proper similarities, i.e. non-isometries. The totality of these form the similarity group
for M, g possessing no proper similarities,
Example C For M, g a manifold equipped with metric structure modulo local rescalings, g,
is the conformal Killing equation. Its solutions ξ are conformal Killing vectors, consisting of similarities and special conformal transformations. This is for d ≥ 3; for R 2 or C', we get an infinity of analytic functions by the flat conformal Killing equation collapsing in 2-d to the Cauchy-Riemann equations [17] . The totality of conformal Killing vectors form the conformal group Conf (M, g) .
Example D For M, Γ a manifold equipped with affine structure, Γ
is the affine Killing equation. Its solutions ξ are affine Killing vectors, consisting of similarities alongside shears and squeezes alias Procrustes stretches [21] . The totality of these form the affine group
Example E For M, P Γ a manifold equipped with projective structure,
is the projective Killing equation. Its solutions ξ are projective Killing vectors, consisting of affine transformations alongside 'special projective transformations'. The totality of these form the projective group
Having built up these examples, we entertain some discussion on nomenclature. Killing found the first such equation; its solutions form the isometry group of a geometry. Generalized Killing equation (GKE) is then a collective name for the five equations (73, 75, 78, 80, 82 ) (and more [9] ), and generalized Killing vectors (GKV) for the corresponding solutions. A more conceptually descriptive name is, moreover, automorphism equation, as explained in [66, 67, 75] , whose solutions are now of course just termed automorphism generators.
Given a carrier space, we go through the corresponding poset of GKEs to get the admissible geometrically significant automorphism groups. This provides a systematic way of arriving at the previous two sections' examples, as well as precluding various further possibilities not mentioned there from being distinct. The overall output is the posets of Fig 1; considering projective and conformal groups separately as 'top groups' [71] of geometrically-meaningful automorphisms in flat space, one is dealing with bounded lattices of geometrically significant subgroups. 
The effect on diversity of nontrivial Relational Theories of introducing each of curvature, non-maximality and topological identification, is moreover indicated. Grey squares indicate which cases are maximally symmetric. White squares, moreover, coincidentally, also involve topological identification.
Relational Theories are Nongeneric
The preceding subsection gives structural clarity, and moreover provides a systematic procedure for finding geometricallysignificant automorphism groups.
We observe a rapid loss of R n 's complexities; any of moving away from maximal symmetry, introducing curvature, or introducting topological identification rapidly cuts down on the number of geometrically-significant automorphism groups, and consequently of Relational Theories.
For instance, isometry groups for Sec 2.2's Examples 6 to 10 are singletons rather than being partnered by distinct similarity groups. Thus these examples' Shape-and-Scale Theories are singleton Relational Theories rather than having any corresponding Shape Theories. This is because the generator of dilations does not respect T d 's identification or S d and RP d 's curvature scale. In fact, similarity Killing vectors that are not also Killing vectors are exceedingly rare [9] . This ends suggestions that 'further quotienting out scale' might have some deeper significance.
Let us next consider generic geometrically-equipped differential manifolds.
Definition 1 A common sense of manifold genericity is
We now interpret this moreover more specifically as metric-level genericity.
Remark 1 Metric genericity however does not suffice for our purpose of characterizing manifolds supporting no nontrivial relational theories. Our first generalization is as follows.
Remark 2 This generalization does not moreover cover how Projective Shape Theory is assigned. Including this case can require that
as well, for p d−1 the projectivized version of the incipient carrier space. How far this definition extends is an issue that the continuing conceptual development of Projective Shape Theory will need to face; it is clear for flat space (including indefinite and Grassmannian cases).
Definition 3 So we have a genericity condition consisting of geometric genericity of carrier space C d and its projec-
Proposition 1 For C d generic, and using R to denote relational space with no implications made as to whether it is a shape or shape-and-scale space,
and (if defineable)
are the only options available for relational spaces, and corresponding relational theories. I.e. just the constellation space and the projectivize constellation space. Generically, distinct Shape Theories and Shape-and-Scale Theories are not supported: an argument against ascribing fundamentality specifically to Shape Theories.
Corollary 1 Both of the above relational spaces are moreover just product spaces. Thus in the Mechanics case, quotienting by groups of continuous transformations is avoided altogether. Indeed, such finite products of topological spaces preserve initial Hausdorffness, second-countability and local Euclideanness, so these constellation spaces inherit C 
Conclusion
The diversity of Relational Theories -Shape Theories and Shape-and-Scale Theories found to date is undelied by the poset of generalized Killing equations (GKEs) on each carrier space manifold. We take this into account by modifying the Introduction's structural outlay of Relational Theory as follows.
We firstly insert Structure III.A: the poset of GKEs on a given carrier space,
Each of these equations is to be solved to obtain the corresponding geometrically-significant automorphism group, thus recovering the Introduction's Structure III, albeit now relabelled Structure III.B.
It is moreover well-known that these equations generically admit no nontrivial solutions on the geometricallyequipped differentiable manifolds. For these solutions are generalized Killing vectors, and such are only supported by geometrically-equipped differentiable manifolds in possession generalized symmetries, of which the generic such manifolds have none.
Thus, there are generically no nontrivial Relational Theories (allowing also for its projectivised counterpart, where defineable, also possessing no gneralized symmetries). There is always a trivial Relational Theory: that whose relational space is just the constellation space product rather than a nontrivial quotients thereof. These correspond to the identity automorphism forming the trivial group, which is always present since GKEs are homogeneouslinear, and thus solved by zero. This is a useful observation given recent diversification posited and at least partly solvable models in this subject [34, 32, 40, 41, 48, 49, 50, 54, 56, 59, 62, 53, 76, 77] . Nontrivial Relational Theories are thus in fact very rare -measure zero in the space of all M, σ . The recent rapid expansion in such theories derived from searching in the most highly symmetric settings. Their diversity moreover very rapidly falls off upon introduction of even just some of curvature (Differential Geometry), non-maximality of symmetry (Group Theory), or topological identification (Topology). This is the first great bound on the extent of Relational Theory, in the form of a Differential-Geometric level result, the GKE being rooted in the Lie derivative.
